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Abstract. Interactive storytelling in a mixed reality environment merges digital
and physical information and features. It usually uses an augmentation of the
real-world and physically-based interaction to create an immersive experience
that corresponds to the dramatic storyline of the interactive narrative influenced
by the actions of the user. Immersiveness is a crucial aspect of such an installation, and can be influenced by multiple factors such as video, sounds, interaction and, finally, the density of all combined stimuli. We used one of the stages
from our interactive ALICE installation to investigate immersiveness and its
contributing factors in a between-group design with a special focus on the effects of interactivity, and the feedback and feedforward stimuli of the environment on the users’ experiences. The study was carried out with 41 participants
and the results showed that immersiveness not necessarily depends on the modality of stimuli, but instead on their time-density.
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Introduction

Interactive storytelling in a mixed reality environment merges digital and physical
information and features. It usually uses an augmentation of the real-world and physically-based interaction. The dramatic storyline of the interactive narrative is influenced by the actions of the user. The participants are engaged in an interaction taking
place in a real physical environment that does not involve direct use of a computer
and interaction devices.
Dow [6] addresses three experiential pleasures of immersive and interactive stories: presence, agency and dramatic involvement. The features of the medium that can
be manipulated by the design are: perceptually immersive interfaces, interactivity, and
narrative structures. The terms immersion and presence often are used together, immersion describes a set of physical properties of the media technology that may give
rise to presence [9]. Presence in a storytelling environment is defined as the feeling of
being in a story world, while dramatic involvement is the feeling of being caught up
in the plot and with characters of a story [6].

Interactivity refers to the degree to which users of a medium can influence the form
or content of the mediated environment. While, agency refers to the empowerment of
the user to take meaningful actions in the world which effect relate to her intention
[10]. The motivation for a user to act in an interactive narrative may be very different
from common interaction with a product or in gaming. In interactive storytelling,
source for agency may be the ability to navigate and to influence the environment, to
interact with characters or to have an effect on the course of events and outcome of
the narrative. Feedback and feedforward are one of the most common used design
principles in interaction design. Through feedback the user receives information about
the effectiveness of her action, whereas feedforward communicates what kind of action is possible and how it can be carried out.
We use the third stage “Eat me, drink me” from the ALICE project [2], to explore
the challenges in designing an interactive narrative. The ALICE installation consists
of six consecutive stages, creating an experience based on selected parts from the
novel “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland” by L. Carroll [3]. The user takes the role
of the character Alice and experiences the sequence of emotional and behavioral
states as Alice did in the narrative. In this paper we present the technical and storytelling mechanisms and we study the effects of interactivity on the user experience. A
between subjects experiment was conducted to explore potential differences in sense
of presence, agency and satisfaction with different levels of interactivity. The independent variable was the interaction environment. We hypothesize that an interactive
setting should lead to higher levels of presence, agency and satisfaction.
After reviewing relevant research, we present the experimental setup and results
regarding the relation between these variables of interactivity, presence and agency,
resulting in several conclusions in the last paragraph.
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Related work

Existing physically interactive spaces usually implement full body interaction, augmentation of a physical space or manipulation of real, physical objects. The MIT Media Lab created several physically interactive story environments, that used a “lesschoice, more responsiveness” approach to engage physically the users as characters in
a story; concluding that “compelling interactive narrative story systems can be perceived as highly responsive, engaging and interactive” [8]. Dow et. al., present results
of a qualitative, empirical study by using augmented reality(AR) interactive drama
AR Facade [5], which showed that “immersive AR can create an increased sense of
presence”, and “increased presence does not necessarily lead to more engagement”
[4]. The multimodal mixed reality installation, Synthetic Oracle, is used for an empirical research that indicates the importance of the choice of interaction mode and
shows that “the activity level and behavior of users modulates their experience, and
that in turn, the interaction mode modulates their behavior” [1]. This empirical research suggests that the interactivity and interaction type can have an impact on the
behavior and the personal experience of the user. It is important to further evaluate
and quantify the experiences from empirical perspective. In the next section we de-

scribe the setup of the “Eat me, drink me” stage and the results from the experiment
that involved 41 participants.
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Experiment

3.1

Eat me, drink me

The “Eat me, drink me” stage is designed to induce similar experience to the one
described in the original narrative. Following is the summary from the narrative [3]:
“Alice enters a room with doors all around that differ in size. She finds a key that
unlocks one small door, but she is too big to fit through it. After she drinks and eats,
she undergoes several changes, she grows and shrinks. Eventually she has the right
size and the key from the small door.”
The participant finds herself trapped in a cube room, to continue further out of this
room, the user needs to find the right relation between her size and the room and to
have the key to “open” the door. Since the ALICE installation has six stages in total,
the participant has to go through each stage in a limited amount of time. We aimed the
interaction design to support each participant to move on to next stage in three to five
minutes.
Spatial design. The 5-sided Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE) is 3x3x3
meter cube made of white semi-translucent canvas, see Figure 1. The floor has pressure sensors to measure the position of the participant in the room. On each wall of
the room, a virtual (VR) door (Fig. 2b) is projected, on the sliding side is projected a
white VR door smaller than the others and features a doorknob (Fig. 2c) as a character
from the story.
Physical props. On one side of the room on a table the participant finds a cookie box
labeled “Eat Me” and in the other corner is a bottle labeled “Drink Me”(Fig. 2a). These objects contain sensors to register interaction accordingly. The box is equipped
with an IR sensor that detects movement when the participant takes a cookie. The
bottle contains a wireless connected tilt sensor which detects if the participant is
drinking from the bottle. Behind one of the tables, a physical key with a label “Take
me” is hidden.
Interaction design. When the participant performs an action, takes a cookie (eats) or
drinks, the projected room becomes smaller; and on the second eat/drink action the
room becomes bigger. Both actions feature an appropriate sound, which emphasizes
the impression that the participant is getting smaller or bigger. During the experiment
we observe if the participant takes the physical key, and with Wizard of Oz method
we indicate in the system, which is coupled with a virtual key that appears at the
doorknob featuring VR sparkles and a piano “fantasy” sound. Each step on a pressure
sensor results in a cracking sound played on loudspeakers. The cracking sounds are
different depending on the previously taken actions. If the participant is “big”, the
cracking sound of the floor is heavier, and vise versa, the cracking sounds are shorter
and lighter. An ambient sound is played in the background that consists of fantasy
music and dropping water. The “water drop” sound features a different echo depending of the relative size of the VR room.

Fig. 1. Overview of “Eat me, drink me” stage. (a) left, the schematic overview of the physical
setting (b) right, the scale model of the CAVE, from top to bottom: (1) the entrance is opened,
(2) the entrance and exit are closed, (3) the exit is opened

The interactive doorknob gives hints for participant’s actions. When the participant
comes closer to the VR door (Fig. 2c) and is too big to fit through, the doorknob says:
“Sorry! You’re way too big.” When the participant approaches the door and has no
key with her, the doorknob says: “No use. Haha! I forgot to tell you. I’m locked.” If
the participant approaches the door and has the key in her hand, the virtual door will
open. If the VR door opens the participant sees the White Rabbit in a beautiful garden
waving and saying: “Oh, dear! Oh, dear! You will be late” (Fig. 2d).
A narrator voice gives guidance based on the participant’s behavior. As the participant moves around in the environment, the number of triggered pressure sensors is
counted. When the number of steps passes eight the narrator voice says: “Are you just
moving around in here, will you ever find the way out?” If standing on the same position is detected the narrator voice says; “Oh dear! You are just standing here!” To
facilitate the progress through the story, we introduced explicit feed-forward hints
from the interactive doorknob, like “Alright, try the bottle”, “Now try the box on the
table”. After three minutes, the doorknob gives the appropriate guidance, depending
on the last taken action from the participant and waits for the participant to finish it.

Fig. 2. The virtual room and characters. (a)The physical objects (b) User inside the CAVE (c)
VR door with interactive doorknob (d) White Rabbit in the Garden

3.2

Procedure and participants

The participants were invited to take part of the “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland”
and they were led into the room with the instruction to “have fun”. They experienced
one of the following interaction modes:
─ Interactive environment (IE): The environment used all the available interaction
features described in the interaction design section, based on the behavior of the
user.
─ Non-interactive environment (NIE): A pre-programmed scenario (that uses 10
from the described features) of the narrative is played without taking in consideration the behavior of the user.
─ Non-interactive with minimum stimuli (NIMS): A pre-programmed scenario (that
uses 4 features) of the narrative is played without taking in consideration the behavior of the user.
Forty-one participants joined the study, all university students from 18 to 33 years
old (13 female, 28 male, mean age 23 with a standard deviation of 3). Twelve participants joined the IE setting; sixteen joined the NIE and thirteen the NIMS setting. All
experimental sessions took less than 20 minutes including the experience about 4
minutes and a survey about 15 minutes.
3.3

Measurements

Presence. Participants were administered with the ITC-Sense of Presence Inventory
(ITC-SOPI) to evaluate their levels of physical presence [7]. The ITCSOPI is a validated 44-item self-report questionnaire that was used in this study to measure how
physically present and involved the users feel in the storytelling environment through
four factors: spatial presence, engagement, ecological validity and negative effects.
Agency. We measured the subjectively perceived agency based on the perceived proficiency, the perceived responsiveness and technical aspects of the environment and
how much the participants are aware of their influence on the events in the environment. The following items were created: “I felt proficient in my actions with the environment during the experience”, “I was aware of my influence on control mechanisms in the environment”, “I felt that the environment was responsive to my behaviors”. Since, agency is achieved when the actions of the user are causing the intended

effect on the mediated world; we added items to check if the user’s intention and the
hints from the environment match. “I knew what actions I should take to do to go
out”, “I knew what I should do because the environment gave me a hint”, and “The
physical objects were obvious hint for interaction”.
Satisfaction. We also measured how much the participants appreciated the experience. They were asked to rate the experience on several scales: “The experience was:
terrible, okay, good, great, best thing of entertainment experiences, best thing in my
life”, “I have really enjoyed myself during this experience”. And to choose on a 5points Likert scale between: “Very dissatisfied” -“Very satisfied” and “Terrible” ”Delighted”.
We also observed the users’ behavior via video records from the surveillance system. The actions of the users recognized by the sensing mechanisms (pressure sensors, IR and tilt sensors) were recorded in a text file.
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Results

Figure 3 illustrates the means of the factors generated by the ITC-SOPI questionnaire,
the agency and satisfaction questionnaires. Differences between the means for the
three conditions for presence, engagement, naturalness, negative effect and satisfaction were examined for significance using a one-way ANOVA for independent groups
design. The results showed no significant differences between the three conditions for
presence, engagement, naturalness, negative effect and satisfaction.
A one-way between subjects ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect on
agency for IE, NIE and NIMS conditions. There was a significant effect on agency for
the three conditions [F(2, 38) = 8.209, p = 0.001]. Post hoc comparisons using the
Tukey HSD test indicated that the mean score for the IE condition (M = 3.56, SD =
0.54) was significantly different than the NIE condition (M = 3.02, SD = 0.54) and
the NIMS condition (M = 2.71, SD = 0.49). The NIE condition did not significantly
differ from NIMS condition.
Taking the data from the sensing mechanisms, we counted the number of actions
(eat, drink, trigger feedback) that were triggered by the users. We compared the number of actions by the participants in each setting for the IE, NIE and NIMS conditions
with one-way ANOVA. There was a significant difference for the three conditions
[F(2, 25) = 6.237, p = 0.006]. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test
showed that the mean score for the IE condition (M = 5.08, SD = 2.46) was significantly different than the NIE condition (M = 9.06, SD = 4.14). The NIE condition is
significantly different from the NIMS condition (M = 4.66, SD = 3.44). However, the
number of actions from the participant in the IE condition does not differ significantly
from the NIMS condition.

Fig. 3. Dimensions	
  of	
  the	
  presence	
  (spatial	
  presence,	
  engagement,	
  naturalness,	
  negative	
  
effects),	
  agency	
  and	
  satisfaction	
  by	
  treatment	
  conditions:	
  IE,	
  NIE	
  and	
  NIMS	
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Discussion

The results showed that the interaction types did not influence the feelings of presence
and the satisfaction from the experience. We originally expected that the presence
factors of the interactive environment will be significantly higher than that of NIE and
NIMS environment. We assume that the CAVE as a strongly immersive environment,
contributes for high feelings of presence even when the environment is not responsive
to the actions of the user.
Through observation of the actions of the users and by quantifying the number of
actions we noticed differences in the users’ behavior. The participants that were immersed in a not responsive environment (NIE) were more active and tried out more
interaction possibilities (touch, walk, look around). The participants who experienced
minimum stimuli in a non-interactive environment (NIMS) did not performed as
many actions; instead they would rather stand and look around. The participants in the
non-interactive environment (NIE) more often showed confusion and frustration,
while the participants in the interactive environment (IE) seemed satisfied every time
they discovered an interaction asset. The stimuli provided from the environment
evoke different behavior and with that also a different personal user experiences.
In the interactive setting (IE) everyone had slightly different experience depending
on the triggered stimuli and the actual context. Not everyone would reveal all of the
events from the narrative, e.g. the virtual garden was visible only if the participant
approached the small VR door and had the key. The order in which they would discover the events or the pace in which the story would be played different for different
participants. The events from the story were context related and they would trigger
only if the person was at the right place on a right time.
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Concluding Remarks

This paper has described the fully realized interactive story “Eat me, drink me” inspired by one of the chapters from the narrative “Alice’s adventures in Wonderland”.
We present the interactive story, the technology and design decisions that went into
building the system. Furthermore, we investigate the user interaction and the overall
experience. The study contributes to our knowledge about the design of interactive
and mixed reality spaces, and how the responsiveness and the amount of stimuli induce or bias behavior and experiences. We have to point out that results obtained with
the different settings over short durations of time have to be taken with precaution
since its effects may vary over longer time periods. One limitation of this study is the
usage of subjective post hoc measures of experience such as ITC-SOPI, where presence and engagement are measured based on the overall perception of the immersive
environment. Further studies would explore the user experience in an enriched interactive setting that implements more challenging scenario of the interactive narrative.
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